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In this paper we consider a nonlinear parabolic problem with a discontinuous,
nonmonotone nonlinearity. We assume the existence of an upper solution w and a
lower solution c such that c F w. Using results from the theory of pseudomono-
tone operators and from the theory of multivalued analysis together with trunca-
tion and penalization techniques, we show that there exists at least one solution
 .  .  .  .x t, z such that c t, z F x t, z F w t, z a.e. on T = Z. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study a class of nonlinear parabolic initial-boundary
value problems with a nonmonotone, nonlinear, and discontinuous forcing
term. It is well known that such problems need not have a solution. To
guarantee the existence of a solution, we need to pass to a multivalued
version of the problem, roughly speaking, by filling in the gaps at the
discontinuity points of the forcing term.
In the context of elliptic systems this problem has been studied exten-
sively by many authors using different methods. More specifically Rauch
w x w x16 used mollification and truncation techniques, while Chang 4 based
his approach on the critical point theory for nondifferentiable maps.
w x w x w xMoreover Stuart 17 , Dancer and Sweers 5 , and Kura 12 proved the
 .existence of extremal solutions i.e., of maximal and minimal solutions
between assumed upper and lower solutions.
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In the context of parabolic systems, the study of the problem is lagging
w xbehind. Only recently, Carl 3 studied nonlinear dynamic problems with
nonmonotone discontinuities by appropriately adapting Rauch's method to
the present dynamic situation.
The goal of this paper is to extend the above mentioned work of Carl
and also suggest a different approach based on evolution inclusions which
seems to be more suitable to the multivalued character of the problem.
Our approach uses pseudomonotone operators, evolution inclusions, and
the method of upper and lower solutions. The method of upper and lower
solutions turned out to be a powerful tool in the analysis of nonlinear
w xpartial differential equations. We refer to the works of Deuel and Hess 7 ,
w x w xMokrane 14 , and Boccardo, Murat, and Puel 2 who used this method to
obtain bounded solutions for nonlinear parabolic initial-boundary value
problems. Here we assume the existence of an upper and of a lower
 .solution the former being bigger than the latter and we produce a
solution of our problem located in the order interval determined by the
upper and the lower solution. Our proof is based on an auxiliary result
which is actually of independent interest, and which says that the property
 .of pseudomonotonicity of an operator A t, x can be ``lifted'' to its
 .Nemitsky superposition operator. In addition we made use of a surjectiv-
ity result about two operators of monotone type. Although this result is
known, for completeness we include its statement here. Finally our proof
uses also truncation and penalization techniques.
2. AUXILIARY RESULTS
In this section we fix our notation and the hypotheses on the data of the
problem and also present some auxiliary material that we will be using in
the proof of our main theorem in Section 3.
w x N 1So let T s 0, b and Z : R a bounded domain with a C -boundary G.
The problem under consideration is
N N­ x¡ ¦
y D a t , z , x , Dx q a t , z , x D x .  . k k 0 k­ t ks1 ks1~ ¥ 1 .
s f x t , z q h t , z in T = Z .  . .¢ §x 0, z s x z a.e. on Z, x ¬ s 0 .  .0 T=G
 .  4  .NHere D s ­rz , k g 1, 2, . . . , N , D s D s grad, and f : R ªk k k ks1
R is a locally bounded, measurable but not necessarily continuous func-
tion. Experience teaches us that in the absence of continuity hypotheses
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 .  .on f ? , problem 1 need not have a solution. So it is a good idea to
 .consider instead a multivalued version of 1 for which an adequate theory
 .  .  .can be developed. So let f r s lim ess sup f s and f r s« x 0 < syr < F «
 .  . w  .  .xlim ess inf f s and consider the multifunction F r s f r , f r .« x 0 < syr < F «
 .  .   .4Hence if f ? is continuous at r g R, then F r s f r . Then instead of
 .1 we consider its multivalued variant:
N¡ ¦­ x
y D a t , z , x , Dx q a t , z , x .  . k k 0­ t ks1
N~ ¥ 2 .
= D x g F x t , z q h t , z in T = Z .  . . k
ks1¢ §<x 0, z s x z a.e. on Z, x s 0. .  . T=G0
 .  4Our hypotheses on the data functions a t, z, x, h , k g 1, 2, . . . , N arek
the following:
 . N  4H a a : T = Z = R = R ª R, k g 1, 2, . . . , N are functions suchk
that
 .  .  .i t, z ª a t, z, x, h is measurable;k
 .  .  .ii x, h ª a t, z, x, h is continuous;k
 . <  . <  .  < < py1 5 5 py1.iii a t, z, x, h F b t, z q c x q h a.e. on T = Zk 1 1
 . N q .for all x, h g R = R and with b g L T = Z , c ) 0, 2 F p - `, and1 1
1rp q 1rq s 1;
 . N   .  X .. X .iv  a t, z, x, h y a t, z, x, h h y h G 0 a.e. onks1 k k k k
T = Zf or all h, hX g R N; and
 . N  . 5 5 pv  a t, z, x, h h G c h a.e. on T = Z for all x g R, allNks1 k k
h g R N, and with c ) 0.
1, p . 1, p .ULet W Z be the usual Sobolev space and W Z its dual. The
1, p . 2 . 1, p .Uspaces W Z : L Z : W Z form an evolution triple with all
 w x.embeddings being continuous dense and compact see Zeidler 19 . Also
1, p . 1, p .by W Z we denote the subspace of W Z whose elements have zero0
y1, q . 1, p .trace. As usual by W Z we will denote the dual of W Z . Then0
1, p . 2 . y1, q .W Z : L Z : W Z is also an evolution triple with all embed-0
dings being again continuous, dense, and compact. We introduce the
function spaces
­ f Up 1, p q 1, pÃW T s f g L T , W Z : g L T , W Z .  .  . .  .p q  5­ t
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and
­ f
p 1, p q y1, qW T s f g L T , W Z : g L T , W Z . .  .  . . .p q 0 5­ t
In these definitions the derivative ­ fr­ t is understood in the sense of
vector valued distributions. Both spaces equipped with the obvious norm
5 5 5 5 5 5f s f q ­ fr­ t become separable reflexive Banach spaces.p q p q
 2 ..Moreover both embed continuously in C T , L Z and compactly in
p .  w x wL T = Z see Lions 13, Theorem 5.1, p. 58 and Zeidler 19, Proposition
x.23.23, pp. 422 and 450 .
 .By virtue of hypothesis H a , we can define the semilinear Dirichlet
p 1, p .. p 1, p ..form a: L T , W Z = L T , W Z ª R by0 0
N
b
a x , y s a t , z , x , Dx D y t , z dz dt. .  .  .H H k k
0 Z ks1
 ..In what follows by ?, ? we will denote the duality brackets between
p 1, p .. 1 1, p .U . p 1, p ..L T , W Z and L T , W Z and also between L T , W Z0
q y1, q .. an L T , W Z . We recall that if X is a reflexive Banach space or
U  ..more generally if X has the Radon]Nikodym Property RNP and
p .U q U . 1 F p - `, then L T , X s L T , X with 1rp q 1rq s 1 see Dies-
w x.tel and Uhl 8, Theorem 1, p. 98 .
Ã  .DEFINITION. A function w g W T is said to be an ``upper solution''p q
 .of problem 2 if
N­w b
, u q a w , u q a t , z , x D x u t , z dz dt .  .  .H H 0 k / /  /­ t 0 Z ks1
b b
G f w t , z u t , z dz dt q h t , z u t , z dz dt .  .  .  . .H H H H
0 Z 0 Z
p 1, p .. p .  .  .for all u g L T , W Z l L T = Z , w 0, z G x z a.e. on Z, and0 q 0
w ¬ G 0.T=G
Ã  .Similarly a function c g W T is said to be a ``lower solution'' ofp q
 .problem 2 if the inequalities are reversed and f is replaced by f.
We will make the following hypothesis concerning upper and lower
solutions of our problem:
Ã .  .H there exist an upper solution w g W T and a lower solution0 p q
Ã  .  .  .  .c g W T satisfying c t, z F w t, z for almost all t, z g T = Z.p q
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 .  .Our hypotheses on the functions a t, z, x and f r are the following:0
 .H a a : T = Z = R ª R is a function such that0 0
 .  .  .i t, z ª a t, z, x is measurable;0
 . <  .  X . <  . < X <  .ii a t, z, x y a t, z, x F k t, z x y x for almost all t, z0 0
X w  .  .x ` .g T = Z, all x, x g c t, z , w t, z , and with k g L T = Z ; and
 . p .  .  .  .iii for all x g L T = Z such that c t, z F x t, z F w t, z
 .   .. ` .a.e. on T = Z, the function t, z ª a t, z, x t, z belongs in L T = Z .0
 . `  . q .H f f g L R and there exists b g L T = Z such that forl oc 2
w  .  .x <  . <  .almost all r g c t, z , w t, z , f r F b t, z .2
 .  .Now we introduce the notion of a weak solution for problem 2 .
 .  .DEFINITION. A function x g W T is said to be a ``solution'' of 2 ifp q
q .  .   ..there exists ¨ g L T = Z such that ¨ t, z g F x t, z a.e. on T = Z
and
N­ x b
, u q a x , u q a t , z , x t , z D x u t , z dz dt .  .  . . H H 0 k / /  /­ t 0 Z ks1
b b
s ¨ t , z u t , z dz dt q h t , z u t , z dz dt .  .  .  .H H H H
0 Z 0 Z
p 1, p ..  .  .for all u g L T , W Z , x 0, z s x z a.e. on Z, and x ¬ s 0.0 0 T=G
As we already mentioned in the Introduction, our proof of the existence
 .of solutions for problem 2 will be based on a general surjectivity result
for the sum of two operators of monotone type, which in turn will utilize a
useful auxiliary result that we prove here. This result says that the
 .pseudomonotonicity property of an operator A t, x can be lifted to its
Nemitsky operator. So in what follows we build this necessary background
for our main theorem.
Let H be a separable Hilbert space and X a dense subspace of H
carrying the structure of a separable reflexive Banach space. We assume
that X embeds continuously into H. Identifying H with its dual pivot
. Uspace , we obtain X : H : X with all embeddings being continuous and
 w x.dense see Zeidler 19, p. 416 . Such a triple of spaces is known in the
literature as ``evolution triple'' sometimes the name ``Gelfand triple'' is
.  :also used . By ? , ? we will be denoting the duality brackets for the pair
 U .  .X, X and by ?, ? the inner product of H. The two are compatible in
 :  . 5 5  < < 5 5 .the sense that ? , ? ¬ s ?, ? . Also by ? resp. ? , ? # we willX=H
 U .denote the norm of X resp. of H, X . We recall the following general-
 w x.ization of the notion of a monotone operator see Zeidler 19, p. 585 .
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DEFINITION. An operator A: X ª X U is said to be ``pseudomonotone''
w   . :   .if x ª x in X as n ª ` and lim A x , x y x F 0, imply that A x , xn n n
:   . :y y F lim A x , x y y for all y g X.n n
Remark. A monotone hemicontinuous operator or a strongly continu-
.ous operator is pseudomonotone. Pseudomonotonicity is preserved by
w w U .   .addition and clearly implies property M i.e., if x ª x in X, A x ª un n
U U  . :  .in X as n ª `, and lim A x , x y x F 0, then A x s u ; see Zei-n n
w x.dler 19, p. 583 .
 .We will be dealing with an operator A t, x , for which we assume the
following:
 . U  .  .H A A: T = X ª X is an operator such that i t ª A t, x is
 .  . measurable; ii x ª A t, x is demicontinuous and pseudomonotone re-
call that demicontinuity means that x ª x in X as n ª `, thennw py1U Ã .  . .  . 5  .5  . 5 5A t, x ª A t, x in X as n ª ` ; iii A t, x # F b t q c xÃn 1 1
Ã q .a.e. on T with b g L T , c ) 0, 2 F p - `, and 1rp q 1rq s 1; andÃ1 q 1
 .   . : 5 5 p 5 5 r  .iv A t, x , x G c x y a x y u t for almost all t g T , all x g X,Ã
 . 1 .and with u ? g L T , c, a ) 0, 1 F r F p y 1.Ã
Ã p q U .  .  .Let A: L T , X ª L T , X be the Nemitsky superposition opera-
Ã .  . .   ..tor corresponding to A t, x ; i.e., A x ? s A ?, x ? . We will show that in
Ã .  .some sense the pseudomonotonicity property of A t, ? is passed to A ? .
First a definition:
 . UDEFINITION. Let Y be a reflexive Banach space, L: D L : Y ª Y is
Y U  4a linear densely defined maximal monotone operator, and V: Y ª 2 _ B
is a multivalued operator with weakly compact and convex values. We say
 .  .  4  .that V ? is ``pseudomonotone with respect to D L ,'' if for y : D Ln nG1w w U U .  .  .with y ª y in Y and L y ª L y in Y as n ª ` and for y g V y ,n n n n
wU U U U U .  .n G 1, satisfying y ª y in Y as n ª ` and lim y , y F y , y wen n n
U  .  U .  U .obtain y g V y and y , y ª y , y as n ª `.n n
Remark. Recall that a linear operator L: D : Y ª Y U is maximal
 . Umonotone if and only if L ? is densely defined, L and L are monotone,
U  wand L is closed, i.e., Gr L is closed in Y = Y see Zeidler 19, Theorem
x.32.I, p. 897 .
p . q U .Let L: D : L T , X ª L T , X be defined by Lx s x for all x g DÇ
 p . q U .  . 4s x g L T , X : x g L T , X , x 0 s 0 . Here as before the time-de-Ç
 .rivative of x ? is defined in the sense of vector-valued distributions. Also
 .  p . q U .4since the Banach space W T s x g L T , X : x g L T , X with theÇp q
5 5 5 5 5 5  . norm x s x q x embeds continuously in C T , H see ZeidlerÇp q p q
w x.19, Proposition 25.23, p. 422 , the pointwise evaluation at 0 makes sense.
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1 .  . p .Since the functions x g C T , X with x 0 s 0 are dense in L T , X
this can be proved easily by means of homogenizing operators, see, for
w x.  .example, Zhikov, Kozlov, and Oleinik 20 , L ? is also densely defined. So
 .from the previous remark it follows that L ? is maximal monotone.
PROPOSITION 1. If X embeds compactly in H, A: T = X ª X U is an
 . p . q U .operator satisfying hypothesis H A , and L: D : L T , X ª L T , X is
the linear maximal monotone operator defined by Lx s x for all x g D :Ç
p .  p . q U .  . 4L T , X s x g L T , X : x g L T , X , x 0 s 0 , then the NemitskyÇ
Ã p q U .  .operator A: L T , X ª L T , X is demicontinuous and pseudomonotone
 .with respect to D L .
Ã .Proof. First we will show the demicontinuity of A ? . To this end let
p .x ª x in L T , X as n ª `. By passing to a subsequence if necessary,n
 .  .we may assume that x t ª x t a.e. on T in X as n ª `. Then becausen
 . . p .    ..  .:  of hypothesis H A ii , given y g L T , X , A t, x t , y t ª A t,n
 ..  .:  . .x t , y t a.e. on T. Moreover by virtue of hypothesis H A iii we can
 wapply the generalized dominated convergence theorem see Ash 1, Theo-
Ã bx.   . ..    ..  .:rem 7.52, p. 295 and get that A s , y s H A t, x t , y t dt ªn 0 n
b Ã p   ..  .:   . ..  .H A t, x t , y t dt s A x , y as n ª `. Since y g L T , X was0 w UqÃ Ã .  .  .arbitrary we conclude that A x ª A x in L T , X as n ª `, hencen
Ã .A ? is demicontinuous.
Ã .  .Now to prove the pseudomonotonicity of A ? with respect to D L , we
w w Up q .  .proceed as follows. Let x ª x in L T , X and x ª x in L T , X asÇ Çn n
w  . .   .n ª ` i.e., x ª x in W T as n ª ` and x g D n G 1 i.e., x 0 s 0n p q n n
bÃ.   . ..    ..  .n G 1 . Assume that lim A x , x y x s limH A t, x t , x t yn n 0 n n
 .:  .    ..  .  .:  .x t dt F 0. Let j t s A t, x t , x t y x t . Since W T embedsn n n p qw .  .continuously in C T , H , x ª x in C T , H as n ª ` and for every t g Tn
w .  .x t ª x t in H as n ª `. On the other hand let N : T be then
 . .exceptional Lebesgue-null set outside of which hypotheses H A iii and
 .iv hold. Then
5 5 p 5 5 r 5 5 py1 5 5j t G c x t y a x t y u t y b t q c x t x t .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã .n n n 1 n
for all t g T _ N. 3 .
  . 4Set C s t g T : limj t F 0 . This is a Lebesgue measurable subset ofn
 .  .T. Suppose that l C ) 0 with l ? being the Lebesgue measure on T.
 .  .From 3 above we see that for every t g C l T _ N / B, the sequence
  .4x t is bounded in X. Since X is reflexive and because as we alreadyn nG1 w w .  .  .  .have shown x t ª x t in H as n ª `, we deduce that x t ª x t in Xn n
 .as n ª `. Exploiting the fact that A t, ? is demicontinuous, pseudomono-
   ..  .  .:tone we obtain that A t, x t , x t y x t ª 0 as n ª ` for all t g Cn n
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 .   ..l T _ N , l C l T _ N ) 0 a contradiction to the definition of C. So
 .  .l C s 0, which of course means that 0 F limj t a.e. on T. Then fromn
 w x.the generalized Fatou's lemma see Ash 1, Theorem 7.5.2, p. 295 we
obtain
b b b
0 F limj t dt F lim j t dt F lim j t dt F 0 .  .  .H H Hn n n
0 0 0
b  . <  . < q . y .hence H j t dt ª 0 as n ª `. Now note that j t s j t q j t s0 n n n n
 . y .  . y .j t q 2j t . Since 0 F limj t a.e. on T , we deduce that j t ª 0 a.e.n n n n
 .  .  .on T as n ª `. Moreover from 3 above is evident that u t F j t a.e.n n
 4 1 . y . y .on T with u uniformly integrable in L T . Then 0 F j t F u tn nG1 n n
 y .4a.e. on T and of course u ? is uniformly integrable. So a newn nG1
application of the extended dominated convergence theorem gives us that
b y . b <  . < b  .H j t dt ª 0 as n ª `. Therefore finally limH j t dt s limH j t0 n 0 n 0 n
y .. 1 .q 2j t dt s 0, i.e., j ª 0 in L T as n ª ` and by passing to an n
 .subsequence if necessary, we may assume that j t ª 0 a.e. on T.n w .   ..   ..Because A t, ? is pseudomonotone, we obtain that A t, x t ª A t, x tn
U    ..  .:    ..  .:a.e. on T in X and A t, x t , x t ª A t, x t , x t a.e. on T asn n
n ª `. So a last application of the extended dominated convergence
w UqÃ Ã Ã .  .  .   . ..theorem tells us that A x ª A x in L T , X and A x , x sn n n
b b Ã   ..  .:    ..  .:   . ..H A t, x t , x t dt ª H A t, x t , x t dt s A x , x as n ª `.0 n n 0
Ã .Therefore we conclude that A ? is pseudomonotone with respect to
 .D L . Q.E.D.
 w xThe next surjectivity result is known see Lions 13, Theorem 1.2, p. 319
w x.or B.-A. Ton 18 but for the convenience of the reader we include it here.
W  4Recall that if Z, W are Hausdorff topological spaces and G: Z ª 2 _ B
 .  .is a multifunction, we say that G ? is upper semicontinuous usc , if for
q .   . 4every U : W open subset G U s z g Z: G z : U is open in Z. Such
 .a multifunction has a closed graph, i.e., Gr G s z, w g Z = W: w g
 .4  w x.G z is closed in Z = W see DeBlasi and Myjak 6 .
PROPOSITION 2. If Y is a reflexi¨ e Banach space, L: D : Y ª Y U is a
Y U  4linear maximal monotone operator, and G: Y ª 2 _ B is a multi¨ alued
operator with weakly compact and con¨ex ¨alues which is bounded i.e., maps
. U  Ubounded sets to bounded sets , usc from Y into Y here Y denotes thew w
U .Banach space Y furnished with the weak topology , pseudomonotone with
 .   U . U  .4 5 5respect to D L , and coerci¨ e i.e., inf y , y : y g G y r y ª ` as
5 5 .  . U   . . .y ª ` then R L q G s Y i.e., the operator L q G ? is surjecti¨ e .
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As we already mentioned in the Introduction our approach will also use
truncation and penalization techniques. For this reason we introduce the
truncation map
¡w t , z if w t , z F x t , z .  .  .~x t , z if c t , z F x t , z F w t , z .  .  .  .t x t , z s .  . ¢c t , z if x t , z F c t , z . .  .  .
p 1, p .. p 1, p ..PROPOSITION 3. t : L T , W Z ª L T , W Z is continuous.
w xProof. From Lemma 7.6, p. 145, of Gilbarg and Trudinger 9 , we know
p 1, p ..  . . 1, p .that given x g L T , W Z for almost all t g T , t x t, ? g W Z
and also
¡Dw t , z if w t , z F x t , z .  .  .~Dx t , z if c t , z F x t , z F w t , z .  .  .  .Dt x t , z s .  . ¢Dc t , z if x t , z F c t , z . .  .  .
 . . p 1, p .. p 1, p ..Hence t x ?, ? g L T , W Z . Now let x ª x in L T , W Zn
as n ª `. By passing to a subsequence if necessary we may assume that
 .  .  .  .x t, z ª x t, z and D x t, z ª D x t, z a.e. on T = Z as n ª ` forn k n k
 4all k g 1, 2, . . . , N . In addition by virtue of Theorem 2.8.1, p. 74, of
w x p .Kufner, John, and Fucik 11 , we can find functions u , u g L T = Z ,Ï k
 4 <  . <  . <  . <  .k g 1, 2, . . . , N such that x t, z F u t, z and D x t, z F u t, zn k n k
<  . . <   . <  . < <  . <4a.e. on T = Z. Observe that t x t, z F max u t, z , w t, z , c t, zn k
<  . . <   . <  . < <  . <4a.e. on T = Z and D t x t, z F max u t, z , D w t, z , D c t, zk n k k k
 4a.e. on T = Z for all k g 1, 2, . . . , N and all n G 1. Thus the dominated
 .  . p .convergence theorem implies that t x ª t x in L T = Z andn
 .  . p N .Dt x ª Dt x in L T = Z, R as n ª `. Therefore we concluden
 .  . p 1, p ..that t x ª t x in L T , W Z as n ª `, which proves the continu-n
 .ity of t ? . Q.E.D.
Also we introduce the penalty function u: T = Z = R ª R defined by
py1¡ x y w t , z if c t , z F x .  .~0 if c t , z F x F w t , z .  .u t , z , x s .
py1¢y c t , z y x if x F c t , z . .  . .
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 .An elementary calculation reveals that the following is true for u t, z, x .
PROPOSITION 4. u: T = Z = R ª R is a Caratheodory function i.e.,
 . . <  . <  . < < py1measurable in t, z and continuous in x , u t, z, x F b t, z q c x3 3
q .a.e. on T = Z with b g L T = Z , c ) 0, and3 3
b p py1
p p5 5 5 5u t , z , x t , z x t , z dx dt G c x y c x .  . .H H L T=Z . L T=Z .4 5
0 Z
p .for some c , c ) 0 and for all x g L T = Z .4 5
Now we have all the necessary tools to establish the existence of at least
 .  .  .  .one solution x g W T for problem 2 such that c t, z F x t, z Fp q
 .w t, z a.e. on T = Z.
3. MAIN THEOREM
 .We have the following existence result for problem 2 .
 .  .  .THEOREM. If hypotheses H a , H a , H f hold, p G 3 if N G 4, x g0 0
2 . 2 .  . p 1, p ..L Z , h g L T = Z then problem 2 has a solution x g L T , W Z
 2 .. q y1, q ..  .  .l C T , L Z with ­ xr­ t g L T , W Z such that c t, z F x t, z
 .F w t, z a.e. on T = Z.
Proof. We consider the following auxiliary initial-boundary value prob-
lem
N N­ x¡ ¦
y D a t , z , t x , Dx q a t , z , t x D t x .  .  . .  . k k 0 k­ t ks1 ks1~ ¥ 4 .
yF t x t , z q u t , z , x 2 h t , z in T = Z .  .  .  . .¢ §<x 0, z s x z a.e. on Z, x s 0. .  . T=G0
 . We will transform 4 into an equivalent operator inclusion evolution
.inclusion which will be solved using Proposition 2. To this end, we will be
1, p .working with the following evolution triple of spaces: X s W Z , H s0
2 . U y1, q .L Z , and X s W Z . Note that X embeds compactly into H.
Let j : T = X = X ª R be the time-varying Dirichlet form defined by
N
j t , x , y s a t , z , t x , Dx D y z dz .  .  . . H k k
Zks1
for all x , y g X s W 1, p Z . .0
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 . . <  . <  X . X 5 5 py1.5 5Because of hypothesis H a ii , j t, x, y F b t q c x y a.e.1 1
X q . Xon T with b g L T and c ) 0. So we can find a nonlinear map A:1 1
U   . :  .T = X ª X such that A t, x , y s j t, x, y for all x, y g X s
1, p .   . .W Z . Using Fubini's theorem we see at once that t ª A t, x , y is0
 .measurable. Since y g X was arbitrary we deduce that t ª A t, x is
U y1, q .weakly measurable. But X s W Z is a separable reflexive Banach
 wspace. So from the Pettis measurability theorem see Diestel and Uhl 8,
x.  .Theorem 2, p. 42 , we infer that t ª A t, x is measurable. Also it is clear
5  .5 X . X 5 5 py1   . :that A t, x # F b t q c x a.e. on T and A t, x , x sÃ1 1
N   . .  . X 5 5 p H a t, z, t x , Dx D x z dz G c x for almost all t g T , all x gks1 Z k k
X   . ..X, and with c ) 0 see hypothesis H a v . Let x ª x. Then by passingn
 .  .to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that x z ª x z andn
 .  .  . .Dx z ª Dx z a.e. on Z as n ª `. So because of hypothesis H a iiin
and the generalized dominated convergence theorem, we deduce that for
all y g X
N
 A t , x , y s a t , z , t x , Dx D y z dz .  .  ..  . Hn k n n k
Zks1
N
 :ª a t , z , t x , Dx D y z dz s A t , x , y .  .  . . H k k
Zks1
as n ª `
w U .  .hence A t, x ª A t, x in X as n ª `, which of course means thatn
 .A t, ? is demicontinuous. Finally from Theorem 3.1, p. 42, of Gossez and
w x  .Mustonen 10 , we know that x ª A t, x is pseudomonotone.
 . 1, p .Temporarily assume that x ? g X s W Z and define A : T = X0 0 1
U  .  .ª X by A t, x s A t, x q x . It is immediate from the correspond-1 0
 .  .  .ing properties of A t, x that t ª A t, x is measurable, x ª A t, x1 1
5  .5 Y .is demicontinuous and pseudomonotone, and A t, x # F b t q1 1
Y 5 5 py1 Y q . Yc x a.e. on T with b g L T and c ) 0. Moreover1 1 1
 :  :  :A t , x , x s A t , x q x , x q x y A t , x q x , x .  .  .1 0 0 0 0
X 5 5 p Y Y 5 5 py1 5 5G c x q x y b t q c x x . .0 1 1 0
5 5 p 5 5 py1G c x y a x y u t .Ã
a.e. on T with c, a ) 0 and u g L1 T . .Ã
 .  .For every t, x g T = X let g t, x g H be defined by
N
g t , x ? s a t , ? , t x q x ? D t x q x ? . .  .  .  .  .  . . 0 0 k 0
ks1
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U  .So we can consider the map g : T = X ª X . Evidently t ª g t, x is
 . measurable. We show that x ª g t, x is completely continuous i.e., if
w U .  . .x ª x in X as n ª `, then g t, x ª g t, x in X as n ª ` . So letn n
w 1, p 1, p .  .x ª x in X s W Z as n ª `. When N s 1, 2, 3, W Z embedsn 0 0
2 p . 1, p .compactly in L Z . When N G 4 since p G 3, W Z embeds com-0
2 q . 2 q .pactly in L Z . So x ª x in L Z as n ª ` since 1 - q F 2 F p - `.n
 .  . UWe need to show that g t, x ª g t, x in X as n ª `. Suppose not.n
 4 1, p .Then we can find « ) 0 and a sequence y : X s W Z such thatn nG 1 0m
5 5   .  . :y F 1 for all m G 1 and g t, x y g t, x , y G « for all m G 1.n n nm m m w
Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that y ª y in Xnm2 q .  .  .as m ª ` and so y ª y in L Z as m ª `. Put t x s t x q x .n 0 0m
We can write
g t , x , y y g t , x , y :  : . .n n nm m m
s a t , z , t x z D t x z y z dz .  .  .  .  . .H  0 0 n k 0 n nm m m
Z
y a t , z , t x z D t x z y z dz .  .  .  .  . .H 0 0 k 0 nm
Z
F a t , z , t x z .  . .H 0 0 nm
Z
ya t , z , t x z D t x z y z dz .  .  .  .  . . .0 0 k 0 n nm m
q a t , z , t x z D t x z y y y z dz .  .  .  .  .  . .H 0 0 k 0 n nm m
Z
q a t , z , t x z D t x z y D t x z y z dz .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H 0 0 k 0 n k 0m
Z
q a t , z , t x z D t x z y y y z dz . .  .  .  .  .  . .H 0 0 k 0 nm
Z
 . . <   . .. From hypothesis H a ii we know that a t, z, t x z y a t, z,0 0 0 n 0m
 . .. <  . <  . .  . . <t x z F k t, z t x z y t x z a.e. on Z. Applying Holder'sÈ0 0 n 0m
inequality with three factors we obtain
a t , z , t x z y a t , z , t x D t x z y z dz .  .  .  .  .  . . .H  /0 0 n 0 0 k 0 n nm m m
Z
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F k t x y t x D t x y ª 0 .  .  .` 2 q p 2 qn 0 k 0 n nm m m
 .as m ª ` recall that 1 - q F 2 F p - ` .
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Also
a t , z , t x z D t x z y y y z dx .  .  .  .  .  . .H 0 0 k 0 n nm m
Z
F h a t , ? , D t x y y y .  ..0 k 0 n n` p 2 qm m
<   . ..  . .  . <for some h ) 0. So H a t, z, t x z D t x z y z dz ª 0 asZ 0 0 k 0 n nm m
m ª `.
` .  .  . p .In addition note that if y g C Z , since t x ª t x in L Z as0 0 n 0
 1, p . p .  .n ª ` recall that W Z embeds compactly in L Z and t ? is0 0
.continuous , we can write
D t x , y s D t x z y z dz .  .  .  . . Hp qk 0 n k 0 nm mL , L Z
s y t x z D y z dz .  .  .H 0 n km
Z
ªy t x z D y z dzs D t x z y z dz .  .  .  .  .  .H H0 k k 0
Z Z
s D t x , y as m ª `.p q . .k 0 L , L
` . q .  wBecause C Z is dense in L Z see Kufner, John, and Fucik 11,Ï0 w px.  .  .  .Theorem 2.6.1, p. 73 , we deduce that D t x ª D t x in L Z ask 0 n k 0m
m ª ` and so
a t , z , t x z D t x z y D t x z y z dz ª 0 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .H 0 0 k 0 n k 0m
Z
as m ª `.
Finally note that
a t , z , t x z D t x z y y y z dz .  .  .  .  .  . .H 0 0 k 0 nm
Z
X 5 5F h a t , ? , t x ? D t x y y y ª 0 .  .  . . 2 qp0 0 k 0 n` m
 4as m ª ` for all k g 1, 2, . . . , N .
From all the above convergences, we conclude that
g t , x y g t , x , y ª 0 as m ª ` : . .n nm m
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 4  4a contradiction to the choice of the subsequences x and y . Son m G 1 n m G 1m m
 .  . Ug t, x ª g t, x in X as n ª ` and thus we have proved the completen
 . Ucontinuity of x ª g t, x from X into X . From Holder's inequality andÈ
since 1 - q F 2 F p - `, it follows that for all y g X
N
 :g t , x , y s a t , z , t x z D t x z y z dz .  .  .  .  .  . . H 0 0 k 0
Zks1
N
Y 5 5 5 5F h a t, ? , t x ? D t x y  .  .  . p0 0 k 0`
ks1
Y 5  .5 5  .5for some h ) 0 and so g t, x # F g t x for some g ) 0. Observe0
5  .5 5 5 5  .5 5  .5.that t x F g q g x q w t, ? q c t, ? for some g , g ) 0.0 1 2 1 2
Therefore via Young's inequality with « ) 0, we deduce that there exists
` . 5  .5  . 5 5 py1b g L T and c ) 0 such that g t, x # F b t q c x a.e. on T.« « « «
Also
 : 5 5 5 5 5 5 py1 5 5g t , x , x G y g t , x # x G yb t y c x x .  .  . .« «
5 5 5 5 5 5 pG y b x y c x .`« «
Thus we can write that
 : 5 5 p 5 5 py1 5 5 5 5A t , x q g t , x , x G c y c x y a x y b x y u t .  .  . .Ã `1 « «
a.e. on T
q .with b g L T , c ) 0. Moreover since the sum of a pseudomonotone4 4
operator and of a completely continuous operator is pseudomonotone, we
 .  .  .infer that x ª A t, x s A t, x q g t, x is pseudomonotone and of2 1
course demicontinuous. So according to Proposition 1 the Nemitsky opera-
 .  .tor corresponding to A t, x is pseudomonotone with respect to D L ,2
with L: D : X ª X U being the same linear maximal monotone operator
  .  pas in Proposition 1 i.e., L x s ­ xr­ t for all x g D s x g L T ,
1, p .. q y1, q ..  . .W Z : ­ xr­ t g L T , W Z , x 0 s 0 .0
p . LqT , H .  4Next let R: L T , X ª 2 _ B be the multifunction defined by
R x s f g Lq T , H : f t , z g F t x t , z a.e. on T = Z . 4 .  .  .  .  . .0
 . q .Evidently R ? has nonempty, closed, and convex values in L T , H ,
q U .  .thus in L T , X too. We claim that R ? is usc when viewed as a
p . q U .  q U .multifunction from L T , X into L T , X here L T , X denotesw w
q U . .the Lebesgue]Bochner space L T , X equipped with weak topology .
 .  .From the definition of F ? and hypothesis H f , we see that
<   . .. <  . q .F t x t, z F b t, z a.e. on T = Z with b g L T = Z . So in order0 2 2
 .to prove the upper semicontinuity of R ? , it suffices to show that Gr R is
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p . q U .  .sequentially closed in L T , X = L T , X . To this end let ¨ g R xn nw Up q .  .n G 1 and assume that x ª x in L T , X and ¨ ª¨ in L T , X asn n
 .  .n ª `. Note that f ? is lower semicontinuous and f ? is upper semicon-
 w x w x.  . tinuous see Chang 4 or Rauch 16 , hence x ª F x is usc see DeBlasi
w x.and Myjak 6 . From Proposition 3 we know that at least for a subse-
 . .  . .quence we can say that t x t, z ª t x t, z a.e. on T = Z as n ª `.n
<  . <  . q .Also since ¨ t, z F b t, z a.e. on T = Z with b g L T = Z , we mayn 2 2w q .assume that ¨ ª¨ in L T = Z as n ª `. Invoking Theorem 3.1 ofn
w x  .   . ..Papageorgiou 15 , we obtain that ¨ t, z g limF t x t, z :0 n
  . ..F t x t, z a.e. on T = Z, the last inclusion being a consequence of the0
 .  .upper semicontinuity of the multifunction r ª F r . Hence ¨ g R x and
 . p . q U .thus we conclude that R ? is usc from L T , X into L T , X asw
claimed.
p . q U .  . Finally let U: L T , X ª L T , X be defined by U x ?, ? , x q
. ..  .x ?, ? . Using Proposition 4, we see that U ? is continuous,0
5  .5 q  5 5 ppy1 .U x F h 1 q x for some h ) 0 andL T=Z . L T=Z .2 2
b
U x , x s u t , z , x t , z q x z x t , z dz dt .  .  .  . . .  .H H 0
0 Z
5 5 pp 5 5 ppy1G h x y h x y hL T=Z . L T=Z .3 4 5
for some h , h , h ) 0.3 4 5
p . LqT , X U .  4Now let G: L T , X ª 2 _ B be defined by
ÃG x s A x y R x q U x . .  .  .  .2
 . p . q U .Evidently G ? is bounded and usc from L T , X into L T , X .w
Ã  .  .  .  .Also it is clear from the properties of A ? , R ? , and U ? , that G ? is2
 .coercive. We will also show that G ? is pseudomonotone with respect to
w .  .  .D L . To this end let x ª x in W T as n ª `, let g g G x , n G 1,n p q n n
w Uq .  ..  ..and assume that g ª g in L T , X as n ª ` and lim g , x F g, x .n n n
Ã  .  .  .Then g s A x y ¨ q U x with ¨ g R x , n G 1, and by passing ton 2 n n n n n w q .a subsequence if necessary we may assume that ¨ ª¨ in L T = Z asn
 .n ª ` with ¨ g R x . So
Ã0 G lim g , x y x G lim A x , x y x q lim U x , x y x . .  .  . .  . . . /n n 2 n n n n
 . p . p .Since W T embeds compactly in L T = Z , x ª x in L T = Zp q n
 ..  .   .q qand so y¨ , x y x s y¨ , x y x ª 0 and U x ,n n n n L T=Z ., L T=Z . n
Ã.   . ..q qx y x ª 0 as n ª `. So finally lim A x , x y x F 0.n L T=Z ., L T=Z . 2 n n
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Ã  .But we have already verified that A ? is pseudomonotone with respect2
w UqÃ Ã Ã .  .  .  .   . ..to D L . So A x ª A x in L T , X as n ª ` and A x , x2 n 2 2 n n
wÃ Ã  . ..  .  .ª A x , x as n ª `. Therefore g ª g q A x y ¨ q U x in2 n 2
q U .  .  ..  ..L T , X as n ª ` with ¨ g R x and g , x ª g, x as n ª `.n n
 .  .Thus G ? is pseudomonotone with respect to D L . Invoking Proposition
 . .  .2, we obtain that L q G ? is surjective. So there exists x g D L such1
Ã .  .  .  .  .  .that h g L x q A x y R x q U x . Putting x t, z s x t, z q1 1 2 1 1 1 1
 .x z , we see that0
N N­ x¡ ¦
y D a t , z , t x , Dx q a t , z , t x D t x .  .  . .  . k k 0 k­ t ks1 ks1~ ¥ 5 .
yF t x qu t , z , x t , z 2h t , z in T = Z .  .  . .  .¢ §<x 0, z s x a.e. on Z, x s 0. . T=G0
 . 1, p .Recall that we have assumed that x ? g X s W Z . Now we will0 0
 n4 nremove this restriction. So let x : X be such that x ª x in H s0 nG1 0
2 .  1, p .L Z as n ª ` this is possible since X s W Z is dense in H s0
2 ..L Z . From the first part of the proof we know that there exists at least
 .  .  . n .one x g W T , n G 1, solution of 5 with x ? replaced by x ? . Fromn p q 0 0
 . the integration by parts formula concerning functions in W T seep q
w x.Zeidler 19, Proposition 23.23, pp. 422]423 it follows that
b :L x , x s x , x s x t , x t dt .  .  . . . Ç Ç . . Hn n n n n n
0
1 12 2< < < <s x b y x 0 , .  .n n2 2
<  . < 5  .5 2 <  . < 5  .5 2where we recall that x b s x b, ? and x 0 s x 0, ? .L Z . L Z .n n n n
 .Also exploiting the coercivity of G ? , we can write that
5 5 p 5 5 p 5 5 q 5 5 pu x x y m F M q h x 6 . .L T , X . L T , X . L T , X . L T , X .n n 1 n
 .with u : R ª R a continuous function such that u r ª `, m g R , andq q q
< n . <  .  4 p .M s sup x 0 - `. From 6 we deduce that x : L T , X is1 nG1 0 n nG 1
 .  .  .   .bounded. Since h g L x q G x and G ? is bounded, we infer L xn n n
4 q U .  4s x is bounded in L T , X . Therefore we have shown that x :Çn nG 1 n nG 1
 .W T is bounded. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we assumep q w p .  .  . that x ª x in L T = Z and x t, z ª x t, z a.e. on T = Z recall thatn n
p Ã .  ..  .W T embeds compactly in L T = Z . Also note that x q A x yÇp q n n
 .  .  . n¨ q U x s h with ¨ g R x , and x 0 s x n G 1. So we can assumen n n n n 0w q .  .that ¨ ª¨ in L T = Z as n ª ` and ¨ g R x . Using once more then
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 .integration by parts formula for functions in W T , we obtainp q
Ã q pA x , x y x q y¨ , x y x .  . .  .  . / L T=Z , L T=Zn n n n
1 2n< <q pq U x , x y x F x y x q x , x y x .  . . Ç . .  .L T=Z , L T=Zn n 0 0 n2
Ã Ã  . ..  .from which it follows that lim A x , x y x F 0. Since A ? is pseu-n n wÃ Ã .  .  .domonotone with respect to D L , we deduce that A x ª A x inn
q U Ã .  .  .L T , X as n ª `. Because x q A x y ¨ q U x s h, n G 1, inÇn n n n
Ã .  .  .the limit as n ª `, we obtain x q A x q ¨ q U x s h with ¨ g R xÇ
 .  .  .  .  .and x 0, ? s x ? . So x g W T solves 4 , with initial datum x ? g0 p q 0
q .L Z .
 .Next we will show that all solutions of 4 belong in the order interval
Ãw x   .  .  .  . 4c , w s x g W T : c t, z F x t, z F w t, z a.e. on T = Z . Sincep q
 .  .c ?, ? is a lower solution of 2 , using as our test function the function
 .q  .c y x g W T we obtainp q
­cb q qy , c y x t , ? dt y a c , c y x .  .  . .H ;­ t0
N
b qy a t , z , y D c c y x t , z dz dt .  .  .H H 0 k /0 Z ks1
b qq f c t , z c y x t , z dz dt .  .  . .H H
0 Z
b qG y h t , z c y x t , z dz dt .  .  .H H
0 Z
with c 0, z F x z a.e. on Z, c ¬ F 0. 7 .  .  .0 T=G
 .  .Also since x ?, ? is a solution of 4 , we can write that
­ xb q q
, c y x t , ? dt q a x , c y x .  .  . .H ;­ t0
N
b qq a t , z , t x D t x c y x dz dt .  .  . . H H 0 k /0 Z ks1
b bq qy ¨ t , z c y x dz dt q u t , z , x c y x dz dt .  .  .  .H H H H
0 Z 0 Z
b qs h t , z c y x dz dt .  .H H
0 Z
with x 0, z s x z a.e. on Z, x ¬ s 0, .  .0 T=G 8 .¨ t , z g F t x t , z a.e. on T = Z. .  .  . .
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 .  .Adding 7 and 8 above, we obtain
­ x y c .b q q q
, c y x t , ? dt q a x , c y x y a c , c y x .  .  .  . .  .H ;­ t0
N
b
q a t , z , t x D t x .  . . H H 0 k /0 Z ks1
N
qya t , z , c D c c y x dz dt .  .0 k / /
ks1
b qy ¨ t , z y f c t , z c y x dz dt .  .  . . .H H
0 Z
b qq u t , z , x c y x dz dt G 0. 9 .  .  .H H
0 Z
 .From the integration by parts formula for functions in W T and thep q
 .  .  .    .  ..q .fact that c 0, z F x z F w 0, z a.e. on Z hence c 0, ? y x ? s 0 ,0 0
we deduce that
­ x y c .b q
, c y x t , ? dt .  .H ;­ t0
1 q
2s y c b , ? y x b , ? F 0. 10 .  .  ..  .L Z2
 . .Also because of hypothesis H a iv
q q
a x , c y x y a c , c y x .  . .  .
N
b
s a t , z , t x , Dx . .H H k
0 Z ks1
qya t , z , c , Dc D c y x dz dt F 0. 11 .  .  ..k k
 .In addition recalling the definition of the truncation function t ? , we
see that
N
b
a t , z , t x D t x .  . . H H 0 k /0 Z ks1
N
qya t , z , c D c c y x dz dt s 0. 12 .  .  .0 k / /
ks1
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 .   . ..Finally since ¨ t, z g F t x t, z a.e. on T = Z, we infer that
b qy ¨ t , z y f c t , z c y x t , z dz dt F 0. 13 .  .  .  .  . . .H H
0 Z
 .  .  .Using 10 ª 13 in 9 , we obtain
b q
u t , z , x t , z c y x t , z dz dt G 0 .  .  . .H H
0 Z
hence
py10 F y c y x t , z c y x t , z dz dt F 0 .  .  .  .HH
 4cGx
 . p .  .and so 0 s HH c y x t, z dz dt, from which it follows that c t, z Fc G x4
 .  .  .x t, z a.e. on T = Z. In a similar fashion we can show that x t, z F w t, z
 .  .a.e. on T = Z. Therefore c F x F w for every x g W T solution of 4 .p q
  ..   . ..   ..But then u t, z, x t, z s 0, a t, z, t x t, z s a t, z, x t, z ,0 0
 . .  .   . ..   ..D t x t, z s D x t, z , and F t x t, z s F x t, z a.e. on T = Z.k k
 .  .Hence x g W T is a solution of 2 . Q.E.D.p q
 . w x  4Remark. a In Carl 3 , the functions a , k g 1, 2, . . . , N , which dok
not depend on x, satisfy the more restrictive Leray]Lions condition and
a ' 0. In addition his approach based on mollification, forces a stronger0
 .   . w x.boundedness condition on f r see hypothesis H2 of Carl 3 . It appears
that our approach here is more natural and exploits more effectively the
multivalued character of the problem.
 . w x w xb In Deuel and Hess 7 , Mokrane 14 , and Boccardo, Murat, and
w x ` .Puel 2 , it is assumed that c , w g L T = Z .
 .  .c In the case of monotone discontinuities f r using fixed point
theory for multifunctions, we can show the existence of a maximal and
w xminimal solution in the order interval c , w . The details will appear in a
forthcoming paper.
 .d The proof of the theorem, with minor obvious modifications
works also for the periodic problem. Just observe that L: D :
p 1, p .. q y1, q ..  .L T , W Z ª L T , W Z defined by L x s ­ xr­ t, x g D s
 p 1, p .. q y1, q ..  .  .4x g L T , W Z : ­ xr­ t g L T , W Z , x 0, ? s x b, ? is max-0
w ximal monotone and densely defined. In contrast the approach of Carl 3
cannot handle the periodic problem.
 .e The Dirichlet boundary condition was used here only for exposi-
tory purposes. Neumann and Robin type conditions can also be taken into
consideration.
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